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ABSTRACT
Infrared Dark Clouds (IRDCs) are very dense and highly extincted regions that host the initial
conditions of star and stellar cluster formation. It is crucial to study the kinematics and molecu-
lar content of IRDCs to test their formation mechanism and ultimately characterise these initial
conditions. We have obtained high-sensitivity Silicon Monoxide, SiO(2-1), emission maps
toward the six IRDCs, G018.82−00.28, G019.27+00.07, G028.53−00.25, G028.67+00.13,
G038.95−00.47 and G053.11+00.05 (cloud A, B, D, E, I and J, respectively), using the 30-m
antenna at the Instituto de Radioastronomía Millimétrica (IRAM30m). We have investigated
the SiO spatial distribution and kinematic structure across the six clouds to look for signatures
of cloud-cloud collision events that may have formed the IRDCs and triggered star formation
within them. Toward clouds A, B, D, I and J we detect spatially compact SiO emission with
broad line profiles which are spatially coincident with massive cores. Toward the IRDCs A
and I, we report an additional SiO component that shows narrow line profiles and that is
widespread across quiescent regions. Finally, we do not detect any significant SiO emission
toward cloud E. We suggest that the broad and compact SiO emission detected toward the
clouds is likely associated with ongoing star formation activity within the IRDCs. However,
the additional narrow and widespread SiO emission detected toward cloud A and I may have
originated from the collision between the IRDCs and flows of molecular gas pushed toward
the clouds by nearby HII regions.
Key words: ISM: clouds; ISM: individual objects: G018.82−00.28, G019.27+00.07,
G028.53−00.25, G028.67+00.13, G038.95−00.47, G053.11+00.05; ISM: molecules; ISM:
HII regions; ISM: kinematics and dynamics.
1 INTRODUCTION
InfraredDark Clouds (IRDCs) are relatively dense (n(H2)∼ 103-104
cm−3; Tan et al. 2014) and cold (T≤ 25 K; Pillai et al. 2006) regions
of the sky, first detected as dark features against the mid-Infrared
(IR) galactic background (Perault et al. 1996, Egan et al. 1998).
? Based on observations carried out with the IRAM 30m Telescope un-
der projects 041-18. IRAM is supported by INSU/CNRS (France), MPG
(Germany) and IGN (Spain).
† E-mail:giuliana.cosentino@chalmers.se
Thesemassive clouds showvery little level of star formation activity,
present H2 column densities similar to those measured in known
high-mass star forming regions (Rathborne et al. 2006, Simon et al.
2006b, Peretto & Fuller 2010) and furthermore they can host cold
cores, i.e., the earliest phase of massive star formation. For all
these reasons, in the past decade IRDCs have been proposed as the
birthplace ofmassive stars (≥ 8M) and stellar clusters (Carey et al.
2000, Rathborne et al. 2006, Battersby et al. 2010). It is nowadays
clear that IRDCs are the densest regions of Giant Molecular Clouds
(e.g., Barnes et al. 2018), harbouring star formation at a wide
range of stellar mass i.e., from low- to high-mass star and stellar
© 2020 The Authors
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cluster formation (Foster et al. 2014, Sanhueza et al. 2017, Pillai
et al. 2019). However, it is not entirely clear yet the mechanism that
ignites the star formation process in such clouds.
As seen by means of simulations, both the mechanisms responsi-
ble for assembling the cloud, such as flow-driven formation sce-
nario, gravitational collapse, cloud-cloud collisions (Hennebelle
et al. 2008, Heitsch et al. 2009, Nguyen Luong 2012, Tasker &
Tan 2009, Van Loo et al. 2014) and the dynamical processes that
IRDCs undergo during their lifetime (Klessen&Glover 2016, Krui-
jssen et al. 2019), can efficiently initiate the star formation process
within the clouds. However, it is not yet entirely clear the relative im-
portance of magnetic field, turbulence and gravity in regulating the
formation of molecular dense structures at all scales (Commerçon
et al. 2011, Fontani et al. 2018, Yang et al. 2019). In particular,
some formation models, such as the flow-driven scenario, presents
major problems when fields are considered (Körtgen & Banerjee
2015, Körtgen et al. 2016).
Hence, it is crucial to investigate the formation mechanism and
dynamics of IRDCs to better understand the physical process that
sets in star and stellar cluster formation in such objects. Furthermore,
a deep understanding of the cloud dynamics is crucial to reproduce
the measured levels of star formation efficiency in galaxies (Leroy
et al. 2008, Ceverino & Klypin 2009).
Among the different scenarios, IRDCs have been proposed to form
at the shock-compressed layer within the interface of low velocity
(∼10 km s−1; Wu et al. 2016, 2017a,b, Li et al. 2018) collisions
between pre-existing, more massive molecular clouds and/or
filaments. Collisions of such pre-existing molecular structures may
be induced both by their natural motion across the galactic plane
(Tan 2000, Tasker & Tan 2009, Van Loo et al. 2014, Wu et al. 2015,
Henshaw et al. 2013, Inoue & Fukui 2013, Jiménez-Serra et al.
2014, Inutsuka et al. 2015, Colling et al. 2018) and by dynamical
processing caused by external stellar feedback e.g., induced by the
expanding shells of supernova remnants (SNRs) and/or HII regions
(Fukui et al. 2018, 2019, Cosentino et al. 2019).
Due to the shock associated with the cloud-cloud (or filament-
filament) collisions, fossil records of such interactions are expected
to be found in the radial velocities, line profiles and chemistry of
the molecular emission observed toward IRDCs (Tasker & Tan
2009, Nguyen-Lu’o’ng et al. 2013, Wu et al. 2015, 2016, 2017a,b,
Bisbas et al. 2017). In particular, due to the relatively low velocity
of the shock interaction and its extended spatial scale, molecular
shock tracers, such as Silicon Monoxide (SiO), are expected to
show narrow line profiles (few km s−1) and to be widespread at
parsec-scales. These features are in contrast with those typically
seen in molecular outflows in sites of on-going star formation
activity, where the line profiles are broad (with linewidths of
several tens of km s−1) and concentrated around the vicinity of the
protostars (Martin-Pintado et al. 1992, Jiménez-Serra et al. 2005,
2011, Codella & Bachiller 1999).
The first attempt to directly detect signatures of cloud-cloud
collisions as the formation mechanism of IRDCs, was reported in
Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010). These authors studied the kinematic
structure and line profiles of the shock tracer SiO toward the cloud
G035.39−00.33. SiO is is an excellent shock tracer (Schilke et al.
1997) because it is known to be heavily depleted in quiescent
regions (χ ≤ 10−12; Martin-Pintado et al. 1992, Jiménez-Serra
et al. 2005) while it is dramatically enhanced in outflows (by
several orders of magnitude) by the processing of dust grains in
shocks (Martin-Pintado et al. 1992, Jiménez-Serra et al. 2005,
2008, 2009) when dust grains are processed by shocks. Toward
G035.39−00.33, Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010) reported the detection
of a bright and broad SiO component associated with sites of
ongoing star formation activity together with widespread and
fainter SiO emission characterised by narrow (≤2 km s−1) line
profiles and located toward the quiescent regions of the cloud. The
authors suggested, among other possibilities, that the narrow SiO
emission component may be the fossil record of a cloud-cloud
collision from which the IRDC has been formed. Later studies of
the kinematic structure of the cloud (Jiménez-Serra et al. 2014,
Henshaw et al. 2014) have suggested that this may be the result of
the merging of several pre-existing molecular filaments at larger
scales (Henshaw et al. 2013). Such a scenario has been supported
by further studies of the kinematics and chemical properties of
the cloud (Bisbas et al. 2018, Liu et al. 2018, Juvela et al. 2018,
Sokolov et al. 2019).
In Cosentino et al. (2018), we extended the study reported by
Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010) to the three IRDCs G028.37+00.07,
G034.43+00.24 and G034.77−00.55. Among these sources, we re-
ported the presence of very narrow and widespread SiO emission
(mean linewidth 1.6 km s−1) toward the IRDC G034.77−00.55.
This narrow SiO component is located in a region of lower ex-
tinction of the cloud and far away from its massive cores. In a
follow-up study, we used high-angular resolution observations of
the SiO emission toward G034.77−00.55, obtained by the Atacama
Large (sub)Millimetre Array (ALMA), to show that the shock tracer
emission is the result of a large-scale shock interaction triggered by
the collision ofmolecular gas pushed toward the IRDCby the nearby
supernova remnant W44 (Cosentino et al. 2019).
Studies reported in Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010) and Cosentino
et al. (2018), highlight single-dish observations of SiO as an
useful tool to test the formation mechanism and large-scale dy-
namics of IRDCs through cloud-cloud collisions. In this paper,
we aim to extend the study of the SiO emission to six addi-
tional IRDCs: G018.82−00.28, G019.27+00.07, G028.53−00.25,
G028.67+00.13, G038.95−00.47 and G053.11+00.05. Specifically,
we attempt to identify signatures of cloud-cloud collisions that
may have formed the clouds themselves, initiating the process of
star formation within them. In Section 2 we discuss the target se-
lection. In Section 3 we describe the observing method and data
acquisition. In Section 4 we describe procedure and assumptions
adopted to perform the data analysis. In Section 5 we present the
results obtained from the analysis of the SiO emission toward
the sources G018.82−00.28, G019.27+00.07, G028.53−00.25,
G028.67+00.13, G038.95−00.47, G053.11+00.05. In Section 6, we
discuss the obtained results in light of cloud formation theories and
compare them with previous studies. In Section 7, we introduce
the possibility of different types of cloud-cloud collisions and dis-
cuss their relative importance for cloud and massive star formation.
Finally, in Section 8 we summarise our conclusions.
2 THE IRDC SAMPLE
The six IRDCs studied in this work, along with the
sources G035.39−00.33, G028.37+00.07, G034.43+00.24 and
G034.77−00.55, have been presented as a ten clouds sample in
Butler & Tan (2009, 2012). The ten sources are part of an extended
catalogue of IRDCs, identified as dark features against the diffuse
mid-IR galactic background by Simon et al. (2006a). For all the
clouds of the catalogue, Simon et al. (2006a) estimated the VLSR
and kinematic distances from observations of the 13CO emission.
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Subsequently, Rathborne et al. (2006) estimated cloud masses from
the dust continuum at 1.2mm for a sub-sample of 38 IRDCs.Masses
for the ten clouds have also been estimated by Kainulainen & Tan
(2013) from their MIR and NIR 8 µm emission, as obtained by
Spitzer. The ten clouds presented in Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010),
Cosentino et al. (2018) and this paper, were selected by Butler &
Tan (2009) from the 38 cloud sample in Rathborne et al. (2006) for
being located relatively nearby (kinematic distance ≤ 6 kpc), for
being relatively massive (0.2-29 ×103 M) and/or for showing the
highest levels of contrast against the diffuse Galactic background
emission at 8 µm. The cloud morphology varies across the sample
with clouds A, D and I being more filamentary and clouds B, E and
J showing more globular shapes.
3 OBSERVATIONS
The J=2→1 rotational transition of SiO (ν=86.84696
GHz) was mapped in July 2017 toward the six
IRDCs G018.82−00.28, G019.27+00.07, G028.53−00.25,
G028.67+00.13, G038.95−00.47, G053.11+00.05 (thereafter cloud
A, B, D, E, I and J; Butler & Tan 2009) using the 30m single dish
antenna at Instituto de Radioastronomia Millimetrica (IRAM 30m,
Pico Veleta, Spain). Observations were performed in On-The-Fly
(OTF) observing mode with angular separation in the direction
perpendicular to the scanning direction of 6′′. Central coordinates,
off positions and map sizes adopted for the six sources are listed in
Table 1. For the observations, we used the FTS spectrometer set to
provide a spectral resolution of 50 kHz, corresponding to a velocity
resolution of 0.16 km s−1 at the SiO rest frequency. Intensities
were measured in units of antenna temperature, T∗
A
, and converted
into main-beam brightness temperature, Tmb= T∗A (Fe f f /Be f f ),
using beam and forward efficiencies of Be f f =0.81 and Fe f f =0.95,
respectively. The final data cubes were created using the CLASS
software within theGILDAS package1 and have a spatial resolution
of 30′′ and a pixel size of 15′′×15′′. In order to achieve this we
convolved the native resolution data with a Gaussian kernel of θ
= 10′′(HPBW). The rms achieved during observations is ∼10 mK
per 0.16 km s−1 channel but all spectra were smoothed in velocity
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the measured line emission.
This provides a final velocity resolution (i.e. channel width) of δV
= 0.3 km s−1.
4 METHOD AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this paper, we aim to investigate the presence of differentiation in
the linewidth and velocity distribution of the SiO emission across the
different positions, toward the six IRDCs. In particular, the ultimate
aimof this study is to identify the presence of narrowandwidespread
SiO emission across the six sources. This is similar to the study
performed byCosentino et al. (2018) toward cloudsG028.37+00.07,
G034.43+00.24 and G034.77−00.55 (corresponding to clouds C, F
and G in the Butler & Tan 2009 sample).
In Figure 1, we show SiO spectra extracted across clouds A, B, D,
I and J toward several positions of both star forming and quiescent
components. Since no significant SiO emission is detected toward
cloud E (see below), we do not show spectra extracted toward this
source. The spectra have been extracted over a beam aperture of
1 See http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS.
30′′and the corresponding positions are indicated as red diamonds
in Figure 2.
As shown in Figure 1, the line profile of the SiO emission across the
six clouds shows a complex structure (red curves) i.e. with multi-
ple velocity components (green curves)showing different linewidths
and peak intensities. Motivated by the complex line profiles of the
SiO emission across the IRDCs, we use the IDL tool SCOUSE2
(Henshaw et al. 2016) to perform a Gaussian deconvolution of all
the spectra. SCOUSE provides a fast, robust and systematic method
to perform multi-Gaussian fitting of all the spectra stored in a dat-
acube, allowing the user to obtain information on the central ve-
locity, peak intensity and linewidth of every single emission line
above the (user-defined) detection level. In our analysis, we con-
sider as significant all lines having intensity I>3×rms. Moreover
for each identified Gaussian component, we also require that the
area underneath the curve fulfils the following condition:
A ≥ 3 × rms ×
√
δV∆V (1)
Where A is the area of the Gaussian component and the right-hand
side of the equation is the 3×rms integrated over a velocity range
equal to the line width of the Gaussian. δV and ∆V correspond to
the spectral velocity resolution and the line FWHM, respectively.
In addition, we have set the tolerance parameters within SCOUSE
so that linewidths computed by the code are always larger than
the velocity resolution in the spectra. Moreover, we impose that
the separation in centroid velocity between two adjacent Gaussian
components must be >0.5∆Vmin, where ∆Vmin is the narrower
linewidth of the two Gaussian components. Finally, SCOUSE
ensures the uniqueness of the results by applying post-fitting
controls that are described in details in Section 3.1.5 of Henshaw
et al. (2016).
From the information provided by the SCOUSE output, we produce
histograms showing the linewidth and velocity distributions of
the SiO emission across the six IRDCs. Hence, from the obtained
distributions, we investigate the presence of differentiation in the
line profile features across a map. In particular, we use the velocity
distributions to study the kinematic structures of the shocked gas
across the clouds. Thus, we use the line width distributions to
detect the presence of narrow SiO emission across the IRDCs. We
note that SCOUSE provided us uncertainty on the line widths and
centroid velocities of the Gaussian fitting of ∼0.5 km s−1 and ∼0.3
km s−1, respectively. This indicates that the scattered components
in the linewidth and centroid distributions in Figure 3 and 6 are
not artefacts due to the goodness of the fitting.
In order to disentangle between the spectrally narrow and broad
SiO emission, we defined a linewidth threshold of 5 km s−1. This
is consistent with the method described in Cosentino et al. (2018),
where all emission with linewidths below 5 km s−1 was defined
as narrow. This is justified by the fact that the maximum linewidth
observed for the dense gas tracer H13CO+ and HN13C emission
in clouds C, F and G is 5 km s−1. From a preliminary analysis
(Cosentino et al. in prep), this seems to be the case also for the
H13CO+ and HN13C emission toward clouds A, B, D, E, I and J.
Hence, toward the ten clouds of the sample, these dense gas tracers
mainly probe the dense ambient gas in our sources and there is no
evidence that shocks affect their linewidth (Cosentino et al. 2018 ;
2 https://github.com/jdhenshaw/SCOUSE
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Table 1. Names, central coordinates, velocities with respect to the Local standard rest (VLSR ), kinematic distances, effective radii and
masses of the six IRDCs. For each cloud, the offset position, map size and achieved rms are also reported.
Cloud Central Coordinatesa Vb
LSR
db Rc
e f f
Massd Off Position Map Size rms
RA(J2000) DEC(J2000) [ km s−1] [kpc] [pc] [103 M] [′′,′′] [′′×′′] [mK]
(A) G018.82−00.28 18:26:18.7 -12:41:16.3 65.8 4.8 10.4 18.5 −200,+100 300×240 5
(B) G019.27+00.07 18:25:56.1 -12:04:47.2 26.2 2.4 2.7 2.2 +130,+300 250×230 7
(D) G028.53−00.25 18:44:17.4 -04:00:31.4 87.0 5.7 16.9 74.3 +200,+40 330×360 4
(E) G028.67+00.13 18:43:08.1 -03:44.54.3 79.5 5.1 11.5 28.7 +110,+380 180×160 9
(I) G038.95−00.47 19:04:08.1 +05:09:15.0 41.6 2.7 3.7 2.7 −120,+190 180×180 6
(J) G053.11+00.05 19:29:16.7 +17:54:40.0 22.0 1.8 0.8 0.2 +190,−10 160×170 5
aButler & Tan (2009). bRathborne et al. (2006). c Butler & Tan (2012). d Mass estimated by Kainulainen & Tan (2013) from combined
Mid and Near IR extinction maps.
Cosentino et al. in prep.). Hence, also in this work, we set a threshold
of 5 km s−1 to disentangle between narrow (linewidth ≤ 5 km s−1)
and broad (linewidth > 5 km s−1) line profiles in the SiO emission.
Finally, in Cosentino et al. (2018), we adopted a histogram bin-
size for the velocity and line width distributions corresponding to
1/3 of the mean intensity-weighted line widths of the dense gas
emission. The H13CO+ and HN13C mean intensity-weighted line
width is ∼1.5 km s−1 in cloud C, F and G. Hence we used a bin
size 0.5 km s−1 for all the histograms of the three clouds. This was
to allow a direct comparison between the kinematic structure of the
shocked gas (SiO emission) and that of themore quiescent dense gas
(H13CO+ and HN13C emission). From a preliminary investigation,
the mean intensity-weighted line widths measured for the dense gas
tracers toward clouds A, B, D, E, I and J is ∼1.8 km s−1 (Cosentino
et al. in prep.). Hence, following the method adopted in Cosentino
et al. (2018), a bin size of 0.6 km s−1 should be employed here to
build the SiO line width and velocity distributions. However, in this
work, we will still use the slightly smaller bin size of 0.5 km s−1,
in order to allow a direct comparison with the results obtained for
cloud C, F and G.
5 RESULTS
5.1 The SiO Spatial Distribution: Looking for Widespread
Emission
We investigate the spatial distributions of the SiO emission across
the six clouds of the sample and report in Figure 2 the SiO inte-
grated intensity maps for cloud A, B, D, E, I and J. The emission
levels (black contours) are superimposed on the mass surface den-
sity maps (in blue scale) obtained by Kainulainen & Tan (2013) and
in these and all the following maps, the names and positions (black
crosses; Rathborne et al. 2006, Butler & Tan 2009, 2012) of the
massive cores within the clouds are indicated.
We detect very bright and extended SiO emission toward cloudA, B,
D, I and J and no emission above the 3σ level (σ = 0.07 K km s−1)
toward cloud E. The emission across cloud A (integration range 40
to 100 km s−1) and I (integration range 10 to 70 km s−1) shows
similar features i.e., it is widespread across the whole filamentary
structure with emission peaks in correspondence of the massive
cores A1 and A2 toward cloud A and I1 and I2 toward cloud I. The
shock tracer emission covers a spatial scale of 4.2×2.2 parsecs2 to-
ward cloud A (d∼4.8 kpc; Simon et al. 2006b) and 1.3×1.7 parsecs2
toward cloud I (d∼2.7 kpc; Simon et al. 2006b). Toward cloud B
(integration range 5−45 km s−1) the SiO is distributed among two
blob-like structures spatially coincident with the two cores B1 and
B2. The emission morphology is very compact, with the most ex-
tended structure covering a spatial scale of 0.3×0.7 parsecs2 (d∼2.4
kpc; Simon et al. 2006b) and no emission is detected toward quies-
cent regions across the cloud. Finally, toward cloud D (integration
range 40−120 km s−1) and J (integration range -10−60 km s−1),
very compact SiO emission is found at the centre of the regions
crowded with massive cores. The SiO emission is extended across
a spatial scale of 0.7×2.5 parsecs2 toward cloud D (d∼5.7 kpc; Si-
mon et al. 2006b) and 0.3×0.8 parsecs2 toward cloud J (d∼1.8 kpc;
Simon et al. 2006b).
5.2 The SiO Line Profile: Looking for Narrow Shock Tracer
Emission
From the analysis performed with SCOUSE, we extract information
on the line widths, central velocities and peak intensities of the SiO
emission lines at each positions (averaging over a beam) across
the cloud areas and build distributions of such quantities to study
changes in the SiO line profiles across the IRDCs. For all histograms
reported in the following Sections, we adopt a bin size of 0.5 km s−1,
as discussed in Sec. 4 and use the y-axis to show the percentage of
emission lines having a certain line width or central velocity and
normalised for each cloud to the total number of positions in which
SiO emission has been detected. Since no emission is detected
toward cloud E, we exclude the cloud from the following analysis
and only show distributions obtained for the remaining five clouds.
5.2.1 The SiO line width distributions
We now investigate variations in the SiO line widths across the five
IRDCs in which shocked gas has been detected, using the SiO line
width distributions obtained for clouds A, B, D, I and J (from top
to bottom) as shown in Figure 3. As discussed in Section 4, we
adopt a threshold of 5 km s−1to differentiate between broad and
narrow SiO emission.
Toward the five clouds, the SiO emission shows complex line width
distributions with both narrow (∆V ≤5 km s−1; grey filled his-
tograms) and broad (∆V >5 km s−1; black empty histograms) line
width components that coexist with different relative percentages. In
clouds A and B, the two components are almost equally distributed,
representing each ∼50% of the total SiO emission lines detected.
The narrow component is clearly identified by well-defined peaks
at linewidth ∼2 km s−1, while the broad component shows a spread
distribution with line widths up to∼20 to 25 km s−1. In cloud D, the
distribution is dominated by the broad component that accounts for
80% of the total detected lines, and for the narrow emission, there
is no preferred peak in the narrow line width distribution. Finally, in
cloud I and J, the SiO emission shows line width distributions inter-
mediate between the case of cloud A and B and the case of cloud D.
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Figure 1. SiO spectra extracted toward selected positions (indicated in each panel) across cloud A (top left), B (top right), I (bottom left), D and J (bottom
right) across a beam aperture of 30′′. In all panels, the multi-Gaussian fitting is indicated as a red line, while the single Gaussian components are indicated as
green lines. For all clouds, the corresponding central velocity is indicated as a vertical dashed line.
The narrow and broad emission components represent each ∼50%
of the total emission lines, similarly to the case of clouds A and
B. However, as in cloud D, no dominant peaks are present in the
narrow component distribution. We report the percentage of SiO
emission having line width ≤3 and ≤5 km s−1 in Table 2, along
with the mean intensity-weighted line widths of the narrow (≤5
km s−1) and broad SiO emission components. For comparison, the
mean intensity-weighted line width measured in Cosentino et al.
(2018) for cloud G is 1.6 km s−1. We note that, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4, all the line components fitted with SCOUSE have integrated
areas above 3 times the integrated noise over the same linewidth
(see Eq. 1).
5.2.2 Spatial distributions of the SiO line width components
In Figures 4 and 5, we show the spatial distribution of the broad
(magenta squares in right-hand panels) and narrow (green squares
in left-hand panels) SiO line width components toward clouds A,
B, D, I and J and compare them with the global SiO morphology
(black contours as in Figure 2) across the clouds.
Towards cloud A, the two line width components only coexist
in correspondence of the massive core positions. The broad
component extends beyond the massive cores (toward the northern
region of the cloud), while the narrow component is mainly located
below them (toward the southern region of the cloud). The narrow
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2020)
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Figure 2. SiO(2-1) integrated intensity maps towards clouds A (top left panel), B (top right panel), and D (middle left panel), E (middle right panel), I (bottom
left panel) and J (bottom right panel). Emission levels (black contours) are from 3σ to 30σ by step of 6σ for cloud J and by steps of 3σ for all the other
IRDCs. The contours are superimposed on the mass surface density maps (grey scale) obtained by Kainulainen & Tan (2013). The integration ranges are 40 to
100 km s−1, 5 to 45 km s−1, 4 to 120 km s−1, 10 to 70 km s−1 and −10 to 60 km s−1 for cloud A, B, D, I and J respectively. σ = 0.1 K km s−1 for cloud A, E
and I, σ=0.2 K km s−1 for cloud B and J and σ = 0.5 K km s−1 for cloud D. The core positions (black crosses; Butler & Tan 2009, 2012) and the beam sizes
(black circles) are shown in all panels.
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Figure 3.Linewidth distributions of the SiO emissions obtained for cloudA,
B, D, I and J. The histograms show the percentage of emission lines having
line widths falling within each bin and normalised to the total number of
lines detected across each cloud. Bin size is 0.5 km s−1corresponding to 1/3
of the mean intensity-weighted line width obtained for the dense gas tracers
in Cosentino et al. (2018). The SiO emission narrower than 5 km s−1 is
indicated as grey filled histograms while the broad emission (> 5 km s−1) is
shown as empty black histograms.
Table 2. Frequency of detection, in percentages, of the SiO narrow emission
towards the six IRDCs for thresholds ≤3 and 5 km s−1, normalised with
respect to the total SiO emission. The mean intensity-weighted line widths
of the narrow (≤5 km s−1) and broad components are also indicated, as
〈∆Vn 〉 and 〈∆Vb 〉 respectively.
Cloud ≤3 km s−1 ≤5 km s−1 〈∆Vn 〉 〈∆Vb 〉
[%] [%] [ km s−1] [ km s−1]
A 36.8 51.5 2.1 12.0
B 39.6 52.1 2.4 10.7
D 10.4 22.9 3.1 14.5
E − − − −
I 29.3 48.0 2.8 12.2
J 26.3 48.3 3.5 8.5
SiO component has mean intensity-weighted line widths of ∼2
km s−1 and, as seen in Figure 1 (bottom panel in cloud A), positions
of isolated narrow SiO emission can be identified.
Toward cloud I, the narrow and broad emission components show
mirrored distributions with respect to the core positions. The broad
emission is mainly located around the two massive cores J4 and
J5 and extends from north-west to south-east while the narrow
emission lies in between the two cores and extends from north-east
to south-west. Similarly to cloud A, regions of spatially isolated
narrow emission can be identified across the cloud (Cloud I, bottom
panel in Figure 1), with line widths always in the range 3 to 4
km s−1.
Toward clouds B, D and J, the two line width components are
always coexistent and the narrow emission does not appear
spatially isolated from the broad component. We note that the small
percentage of narrow component found in cloud D, and to some
extent also in cloud J, is distributed as a shell around the broad
emission.
We note that we are confident that the very broad features detected
in the line width distributions of the five IRDCs are real because
all fitted components show peak intensities >3×rms and integrated
areas >3× the integrated rms, as imposed by SCOUSE.
5.2.3 The SiO velocity distributions
We complete the study of the SiO line profile across the five clouds
by investigating the SiO centroid velocity distributions for the nar-
row and broad line width components, separately. Figure 6 shows
the centroid velocity distributions obtained for the narrow (grey
filled histograms) and broad (black empty histograms) SiO emis-
sion for cloud A, B, D, I and J. For all the histograms, the bin size
in the x-axis is 0.5 km s−1 (see Sec. 4). In the y-axis we plot the
percentage of emission lines having centroid velocity falling within
the bin and normalised to the total number of narrow (broad) emis-
sion lines. The two velocity distributions have been superimposed to
directly compare their kinematics. In all panels, the central velocity
of the corresponding cloud, obtained from 13CO observations, is
indicated (vertical dashed lines; Rathborne et al. 2006).
The velocity distributions obtained for clouds B and J show a
narrow line width component seen as a bright structure at the
central velocity of the corresponding cloud, and a blue and/or
red-shifted broad emission component. Toward cloud B, the
broad emission is shifted by ∼3 km s−1 with respect to the central
velocity of the cloud. Toward cloud J, the broad emission shows two
defined velocity structures, one following the velocity distribution
of the narrow emission and one red-shifted by ∼4 km s−1. Toward
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Figure 4. Spatial distributions of the narrow (green squares, left-hand panels) and broad (magenta squares, right-hand panels) SiO line width components
toward cloud A, B and D from top to bottom respectively. Black contours corresponds to SiO integrated intensity maps as presented in Figure 2. Black crosses
indicated the massive cores positions as in Butler & Tan (2012).
cloud D, both the narrow and broad emission components show
a symmetric spread in velocity of ∼20 km s−1. Toward clouds A
and I, the narrow emission is seen as a well defined structure with
velocity dispersion of 2 to 3 km s−1. The broad emission, however,
does not show prominent structures and is spread across a velocity
range of ∼10 km s−1. Toward cloud I, the broad emission seems
to be slightly concentrated at red-shifted velocities although not
so prominently as observed toward clouds B, D and J. Finally,
the narrow emission observed toward cloud I shows two emission
peaks in the velocity distribution i.e. a first peak mainly associated
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Figure 5. Spatial distributions of the narrow (green squares, left-hand panels) and broad (magenta squares, right-hand panels) SiO line width components
toward cloud I (top panel) and J (bottom panel). Black contours corresponds to SiO integrated intensity maps as presented in Figure 2. Black crosses indicated
the massive cores positions as in Butler & Tan (2012).
with the central velocity of the cloud and a second peak, red-shifted
by 1 to 2 km s−1.
In Figure 1, we have shown SiO spectra extracted across clouds A,
B , D, I and J toward several positions, associated with both active
and quiescent regions. Toward cloud A, we have selected positions
A1, A2 and [α(J2000) = 18h26m17.7s δ(J2000) = −12◦41′31.3′′].
Toward this latter position, an isolated narrow component is clearly
identified. Toward cloud B, broad SiO emission is seen toward the
two core positions, B1 and B2, while no significant emission is
detected toward the more quiescent region [α(J2000) = 18h25m57s
δ(J2000) = −12◦04′41′′]. Toward cloud I, we have selected the
positions of the massive cores I1 and I2 and the position [α(J2000)
= 19h04m10.6s δ(J2000) = 5◦09′15′′]. Toward the latter position,
the narrow SiO emission is isolated from the broad component,
similarly to what is observed toward cloud A. However, it shows
mean intensity-weighted line width of ∼3 km s−1, slightly larger
than those measured in cloud A and almost a factor of two broader
than those observed in cloudG (∼1.6 km s−1; Cosentino et al. 2018).
Toward clouds D and J, due to the compact structure of the emission
we have selected a single position for each cloud corresponding to
the SiO emission peak i.e. [α(J2000) = 18h44m17.5s δ(J2000) =
−3◦59′36′′] toward cloud D and [α(J2000) = 19h29m19s δ(J2000)
= 17◦56′36′′] toward cloud J. Both positions show very broad line
profiles with line widths ∼10 km s−1.
5.3 SiO Column Density
By considering the spectra extracted across the clouds and shown
in Figure 1, we use the software MADCUBA (Rivilla et al. 2016,
Martín et al. 2019) to estimate the SiO total column density
values for the narrow and broad components toward the selected
positions. We assume excitation temperature Tex of 10 K for
the narrow component, consistent with values estimated toward
cloud H from multi-line SiO analysis for the narrow component of
SiO (Jiménez-Serra et al. 2010) and from other tracers in several
works (Henshaw et al. 2014, Jiménez-Serra et al. 2014) and Tex
of 50 K for the broad component as estimated for shocked gas in
molecular outflows (Jiménez-Serra et al. 2005). We also note that
the excitation temperature value assumed for the narrow emission
component is consistent with those obtained in Cosentino et al.
(2018) from the narrow CH3OH emission detected toward cloud
G. Note that CH3OH is also a good tracer of gas recently processed
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Figure 6. Central velocity distributions of the SiO emissions obtained for
cloud A, B, D, I and J and separately for the broad (empty black histograms)
and narrow (grey filled histograms) emission components. The histograms
show the percentage of lines having central velocity falling within each bin
and normalised to the total number of narrow (broad) lines detected in each
cloud. Bin size is 0.5 km s−1 corresponding to 1/3 of the mean intensity-
weighted line width obtained for the dense gas tracers in Cosentino et al.
(2018). The vertical dashed lines in all panels indicates the central velocity
of the corresponding cloud (Simon et al. 2006b, Rathborne et al. 2006)
by shocks (Jiménez-Serra et al. 2005).
In Table 3, we report the N(SiO) for the broad and narrow emission,
along with their ratios, toward all the selected positions across
the clouds. For the narrow emission, we find N(SiO) in the range
3×1011 to 1.1×1012 cm−2 for clouds A and B; from 5.7×1012
cm−2 to 8.7×1012 cm−2 in cloud D and J; 1 to 2×1012 cm−2 in
cloud I. For the broad component we find N(SiO) ∼5×1012 cm−2
toward the active regions of cloud A and we measure an upper limit
of <2×1011 cm−2 toward the more quiescent region. Toward the
massive cores in clouds B, D and J, the broad emission component
shows N(SiO) in the range 1.4×1013-1.3×1014 cm−2. Toward cloud
I, the broad emission presents N(SiO) in the range 5-8×1012 cm−2
toward the massive cores I1 and I2 and an upper limit of <2×1011
cm−2 toward the more quiescent region. Finally, considering the
estimated rms in the spectra of 9 mK (see Table 1) in cloud E and
line widths of 2 km s−1 and 10 km s−1, we estimate upper limits
of N(SiO)≤ 4×1010 cm−2 and N(SiO)≤1011 cm−2 for the narrow
and broad emission respectively. The ratio of the total SiO column
densities between the narrow and broad components is ≤0.4 toward
active regions. Toward the quiescent regions of clouds A and I, the
SiO total column density of the narrow emission component is en-
hanced by a factor ∼2 to 5 with respect to that of the broad emission.
The uncertainty on the SiO total column density values provided by
MADCUBA is ∼10%, as inferred by the SLIM fitting tool within
MADCUBA. In addition, the assumptions made for our analysis
may introduce additional sources of uncertainty in the Ntot esti-
mates. For instance, already a factor of 2 increase in Tex will in-
crease N(SiO) by a factor of ∼2. This is comparable to the enhance-
ment between the narrow and broad component observed toward
the quiescent regions of clouds A and I and above those observed in
the other clouds. Hence, although our analysis suggests an enhance-
ment of the narrow component toward more quiescent regions of
the clouds, it is difficult to infer, from a single-transition analysis,
the significance of such an enhancement. Hence a multi-transition
analysis would need to be performed to better trace the excitation
state of the shocked gas and thus obtain the SiO abundance (as done
in Jiménez-Serra et al. 2010).
6 DISCUSSION
The importance of cloud formation mechanisms and large-scale
dynamics in the ignition of massive star formation in IRDCs can
be tested, from an observational point of view, by analysing the
kinematics and the spatial distribution of molecular emission
across these sources (Jiménez-Serra et al. 2010, Nguyen-Lu’o’ng
et al. 2013, Jiménez-Serra et al. 2014, Duarte-Cabral et al. 2014,
Bisbas et al. 2018). In cloud-cloud collisions the encounter of two
pre-existing clouds and/or molecular filaments generates a shock
that is predicted to be extended over a parsec-scales and to show
velocities comparable to those observed in shear motions (∼10
km s−1; Li et al. 2018). The collision of such clouds or filaments
can be induced either by the dynamics of the clouds orbiting the
galactic plane (Tan 2000, Tasker & Tan 2009, Henshaw et al.
2013, Inoue & Fukui 2013, Jiménez-Serra et al. 2014, Wu et al.
2015, Colling et al. 2018) or triggered by external stellar feedback
that sweeps up the interstellar medium material (Inutsuka et al.
2015, Fukui et al. 2018, 2019, Cosentino et al. 2019). In both
cases, signatures of such cloud-cloud collisions are imprinted in
the kinematics of molecular tracers. Hence, by investigating the
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Table 3. SiO total column densities, and their ratios, measured for the narrow and broad components in several positions towards the six clouds.
Cloud Position N(SiO)×1012 cm−2 Nnarrow /Nbroad
Narrow Broad
A A1 1.0 5.0 0.2
A2 0.3 5.0 0.06
18h26m17.7s −12◦41′31.3′′ 0.4 ≤0.2 ≥2
B B1 1.1 14.0 0.08
B2 0.9 130 0.01
18h25m57s −12◦04′41′′ ≤0.007 ≤0.2 -
D 18h44m17.5s −3◦59′36′′ 5.7 18 0.32
E · · · ≤0.04 ≤0.1 -
I I1 1.7 5.1 0.33
I2 2.0 6.3 0.32
19h04m10.6s 5◦09′15′′ 1.0 ≤0.2 ≥5
J 19h29m19s 17◦56′36′′ 8.7 27.0 0.32
molecular gas content and its physical conditions, we can trace
back the formation and processing history of the cloud. This is
more challenging in sources with advanced levels of star formation
activity because the cloud’s pristine environment and hence the gas
kinematics have already been affected.
In the following, we will discuss the likelihood for clouds A, B,
D, I and J to have experienced a cloud-cloud collision event, based
on the measured properties of the narrow and broad components
observed for SiO, toward these clouds. We note that the order in
which the clouds are discussed does not imply any evolutionary
trend. Indeed, only for cloud H an age estimate has been given on
the base of deuteration levels estimates across the cloud (∼3 Myrs;
Barnes et al. 2018). Kong et al. (2017) investigated the presence
of several deuterated species (especially N2D+) toward the massive
cores within the clouds A, B, C, D, E, F and H. However, the N2D+
emission at a cloud spatial scale is currently not available and there
is no evidence of a correspondence between the youth of a core
and the youth of the hosting cloud. Hence, from such a study is
very difficult to infer the relative evolutionary stage between the ten
clouds in the sample.
By using the timescale for SiO depletion, we estimate a lower limit
for the age of these clouds that is of the order of 105 years, i.e. the
typical outflow lifetime. However, as mentioned above, the lifetime
of these clouds are likely to be of the order of few Myrs when in-
ferred from chemical clocks, such as the N2D+/N2H+ ratio. Due to
the lack of any large scale N2D+ observations, it is currently not
possible to establish the evolutionary stage of the clouds.
Among the clouds showing isolated narrow SiO emission, we spec-
ulate that cloud G (Cosentino et al. 2018, 2019) is likely at the
earliest evolutionary stage since no star formation activity is found
toward this cloud. Following this argument, cloud A and I may be
at an intermediate stage because they show both narrow and broad
SiO emission, while clouds B, C, D, F and J are at a more evolved
phase in their evolution due to the presence of only broad SiO emis-
sion and/or strong IR signatures of star formation activity toward
the massive cores. However, this needs to be further investigated by
studying the large scale emission from deuterated species.
6.1 The SiO emission in Cloud B, D and J
Toward the IRDCs B, D and J, the SiO narrow and broad emission
components coexist everywhere. In all the three sources, the SiO
emission shows compact morphology, spatially associated with
massive cores previously identified within the clouds (Rathborne
et al. 2006, Butler & Tan 2009, 2012). The broad components
present blue and red-shifted structures in their velocity distribution
(see Figure 6) and their kinematics show the same trend in their
velocity distribution as for the narrow emission components. Most
of the massive cores within the clouds show features of ongoing
stellar activity (Chambers et al. 2009). The cores B1 and B2 in
cloud B and J1 in cloud J are associated with point sources at 24
µm and/or slightly extended emission at 4.5 µm (indicating the
presence of H2 shock-excited gas), indicating that star formation
has already been ignited and that the sources are likely driving
molecular outflows (Noriega-Crespo et al. 2004, Marston et al.
2004). Furthermore, the cores show emission at 70µm, 3 further
supporting the idea of deeply embedded protostars within the
massive cores (Barnes et al. in prep). We also note that the typical
spatial scales of the observed SiO emission toward clouds B and
J are consistent with those expected even in massive molecular
outflows (i.e sub-parsec scales Beuther et al. 2002).
Toward cloud D, the massive cores are likely hosting deeply em-
bedded protostars, as indicated by the presence of 70 µm and/or 24
µm, 8 µm point-like emission and "green fuzzy" emission at 4.5 µm
(Chambers et al. 2009). Hence, the SiO emission observed toward
cloud D is likely to be associated with molecular outflows driven by
protostars embedded in the active cores within the cloud.
The SiO emission peak in cloud D coincides with the dust emission
peak observed at 1.2 mm by Rathborne et al. (2006) and the narrow
emission component (see Figure 4) is distributed as a shell around
the blob-like morphology of the broad component. In Figure 7, we
show the SiO line profile obtained by averaging the emission in the
positions where the narrow emission is detected (green squares in
Figure 4).
We suggest that such a shell of narrow SiO emission may be aris-
ing from the post-shocked material decelerated by the interaction
between the outflows and local dense clumps. This is similar to
what was suggested by Lefloch et al. (1998) as a possible origin for
the narrow and bright SiO emission observed toward the molecular
cloud NGC 1333. Assuming a typical molecular outflow lifetime of
105 years (Fukui et al. 1993) and terminal velocity of 10 km s−1,
and given the mechanical luminosity derived from the SiO emis-
sion of ∼7×10−3 L (L=2.6×1031 ergs s−1), the mass required to
decelerate the putative outflow toward cloud D is ∼0.08 M. From
Figure 2, the typical mass surface density at the cloud outskirts is 0.1
g cm−2, corresponding to a mass of ∼2.2×102 M when the same
3 https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/Herschel/
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Figure 7. SiO line profile obtained toward cloudD by averaging the emission
from the positions in which narrow SiO emission has been detected (green
squares in Figure 4). The multi-Gaussian fitting is indicated by the red line,
while the single Gaussian components are indicated as green lines. The
central velocity of the cloud is indicated as vertical dashed line.
area of the outflow is considered. Hence, assuming that 100% of the
outflow kinetic energy is transferred to the cloud, the low density
material at the cloud edges is enough to decelerate the outflow. We
note that, it is likely that only a small fraction of the outflow kinetic
energy (≤ 20%; Arce & Sargent 2006) will be transferred to the
cloud, further supporting the proposed scenario. The narrow SiO
emission toward cloud D shows centroid velocity similar to that of
the ambient gas, further supporting this scenario. We note that the
assumed outflow lifetime is consistent with the SiO depletion time
for typical IRDC density (104 cm−3; Martin-Pintado et al. 1992).
Alternatively, SiO may be tracing the very first interaction between
the MHD shocks associated with the putative molecular outflows
and the surrounding clumpy material, similarly to what already
proposed by Jiménez-Serra et al. (2004) to explain the presence of
narrow SiO ambient emission associated with the molecular out-
flows in L1448.
The angular resolution achieved in our observations (30′′, corre-
sponding to spatial scales of 0.3-0.9 pc at distances between 2 and
6 kpc) does not allow to spatially resolve multiple outflows from
which the SiO emission toward cloud D may be arising. However,
the cores B1, B2, D6 and D8 are part of the massive core sample
investigated by Liu et al. in a forthcoming publication (Liu et al. in
prep). The high-angular resolution images of the SiO(5-4) emission
obtained by ALMA and investigated by these authors show the pres-
ence of compact and broad SiO(5-4) emission. This supports the
idea that the cores are hosting embedded protostars driving molec-
ular outflows.
We conclude that the SiO emission in clouds B, D and J is associated
to ongoing star formation activity toward the three clouds, with the
narrow and broad SiO emission tracing gas already processed by
the MHD shock waves associated with molecular outflows (Martin-
Pintado et al. 1992, Codella & Bachiller 1999, Jiménez-Serra et al.
2005).
6.2 The non-detection in Cloud E
As presented in Section 5, no SiO emission above the 3σ (σ=0.1 K
km s−1) detection level is found toward cloud E. Consistently with
our results, Sanhueza et al. (2012) also report no SiO(2-1) emission
toward the three massive clumps associated with the massive cores
E1, E2 and E3.
The massive cores E1 and E2 do not show neither emission at 70
µm, 24 µm and 8 µm or green fuzzy emission at 4.5 µm (Chambers
et al. 2009). Toward these two positions across cloud E, Liu et
al. in prep. report no SiO(5-4) emission associated with E2 and a
2σ SiO(5-4) detection toward E1. The hint of emission detected
toward E1 is extremely compact (<1′′) and that may explain why it
may have not been visible in our single-dish observations, due to a
beam-dilution problem.
The massive core E3 is spatially coincident with a point-like source
seen at 70 µm, 24 µm, 8 µm and 4.5 µm emission (Chambers
et al. 2009), indicating that the source is likely hosting a deeply
embedded protostar. The lack of SiO emission toward this core
may be due either to beam dilution (30′′in this work and 38′′in
Sanhueza et al. 2012) or to the fact that the source is in a stage
evolved enough to not be driving molecular outflows.
Toward cloud E, no spatially widespread SiO emission is detected.
This suggests two possible scenarios for the formation of the IRDC.
The cloudmay not be the result of a large scale shock interaction and
hence alternative scenarios need to be considered as e.g., the gravi-
tational collapse scenario (Heitsch et al. 2009, Vázquez-Semadeni
et al. 2019). As a second possibility, the cloud may be the result
of large scale shock interactions that may have occurred sometime
in the past, so that their lifetime clearly exceeds the typical SiO
freeze-out time but it is within the dynamical time scales required
for the massive cores to become active. For the massive cores in
cloud E, Butler & Tan (2012) report a volume-averaged H2 number
density n(H2) ∼3×105 cm−3. For such a value of n(H2), the SiO
freeze-out time is estimated to be ∼104 years (Martin-Pintado et al.
1992), while the free-fall time for the massive cores to collapse is
estimated to be 3×105 years. The results obtained toward cloud G
in Cosentino et al. (2019), seem to support this scenario. Toward
the IRDC G, indeed, we do not detect massive cores or evidence of
ongoing stellar activity toward the region of the shock, suggesting
that the formation of massive cores might be a consequence (and
therefore subsequent) to the shock interaction.
Finally, a third scenario suggests that the putative large-scale shock
interaction may be recent enough but the cloud may not be dense
enough to probe the shock in SiO(2-1) (critical density 1.3×105
cm−3). However, the mass estimated by Kainulainen & Tan (2013)
for cloud E (∼2.9×104 M) is a factor of 2 higher than the mass the
authors estimated for cloudH (∼1.7×104 M) and almost a factor of
10 higher than that estimated for cloud G (∼3×103 M). Moreover,
Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010) estimated the SiO total column density
toward cloud H to be in the range 5×1010 to 4×1011 cm−3. This is
comparable to the N(SiO) upper limit derived for cloud E and listed
in Table 3. Hence, we suggest that due to the physical conditions of
cloud E, any recent large-scale shock interaction should have been
detected by its SiO emission.
6.3 The case of cloud A and I
The SiO emission detected toward clouds A and I shows a morphol-
ogy and a kinematic structure different from the other sources of our
sample. In fact, toward both clouds, the shock tracer morphology is
extended across the whole cloud main filaments. This is opposite to
what was found toward clouds B, D and J, where the SiO emission
shows compact morphology around sites of ongoing star formation
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activity. In addition, although the SiO emission peaks are coincident
with the position of the massive cores within clouds A and I, the
narrow shock tracer emission is found to be partially detached both
in morphology and kinematics from the broad component. This is
opposite to what was observed toward the clouds of the sample
with higher levels of star formation activity. In the following, we
discuss possible mechanisms that could explain the observed broad
and narrow SiO emission toward clouds A and I.
6.3.1 The Origin of the SiO Emission toward Cloud A
The massive cores A1 and A2 do not show evidence of associated
point sources at 70 µm, 24 µm, 8 µm nor extended emission at 4.5
µm (Chambers et al. 2009). This suggests that the cores are too
young to be associated with IR signatures of star formation. How-
ever, the presence of broad SiO emission detected toward the core
positions suggests that the core may be driving molecular outflows.
This is supported by the fact that the mean intensity-weighted line
widths and velocity distributions measured toward cloud A for the
broad SiO emission component are comparable to those estimated
for cloud B, D and J, where star formation is ongoing. In addition to
the two massive cores, we also note the presence of bright compact
features seen as a saturated hole in the mass surface density map of
cloud A (Kainulainen & Tan 2013), toward the position α(J2000)
= 18h26m17s δ(J2000)= −12◦41′22′′. This structure corresponds
to a very bright point-like IR source, not explicitly reported by
Rathborne et al. (2006) but that may be associated with cloud A.
Further investigations are needed to address the link between the
cloud and such a source.
All this points toward the idea that the SiO broad emission toward
cloud A may be due to stellar feedback, probably driven by the
massive cores A1 and/or A2 or the source at α(J2000) =18h26m17s
δ(J2000) = −12◦41′22′′.
As shown in Figures 2, the shock tracer emission toward cloud A
is very widespread, covering a spatial scale of 4.2×2.2 parsec2,
comparable to that observed toward cloud G in Cosentino et al.
(2018) and cloud H in Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010) and more
extended than the typical spatial scales observed in massive
molecular outflows (Beuther et al. 2002). For comparison, the
spatial extent of the largest compact structure toward cloud B
is 0.3×0.7 parsec2, more than a factor of two smaller than the
SiO emission toward cloud A. We note that cloud A (d∼4.8
kpc) is located further than cloud B (d∼2.4 kpc) and hence the
smaller SiO extent observed in cloud B is not due to distance effects.
Toward cloudA,we report the presence of narrow isolated SiO emis-
sion, extended in the southern region of the cloud (see Figure 4) and
with column densities higher by a factor of ∼2 with respect to that
of the broad emission, in this region. Such a component is similar
to the narrow and widespread SiO emission detected in cloud H
by Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010). Furthermore, the mean intensity-
weighted line widths of the SiO narrow emission are ∼2 km s−1,
similar to those measured toward cloud G (∼1.6 km s−1; Cosentino
et al. 2018) and toward cloud H (∼2 km s−1; Jiménez-Serra et al.
2010). Finally, as seen in Figure 6, the narrow SiO emission detected
toward cloud A shows velocity distribution slightly blue-shifted (∼1
km s−1) with respect to the central velocity of the cloud. This be-
haviour is similar to that reported by Cosentino et al. (2018) in cloud
G.
The enhanced narrow SiO emission, widespread across the southern
part of the cloud, appears kinematically and spatially independent
Figure 8. Three-color image of the Galactic Infrared Bubble N24 obtained
from Spitzer data. The 4.5 µm and 8µm emission have been obtained from
the GLIMPSE Survey (Benjamin et al. 2003, Churchwell et al. 2009) and
are displayed in blue and green, respectively. The 24 µm emission is shown
in red and has been obtained from theMIPSGAL Survey (Carey et al. 2009).
The white ellipse roughly indicates the position of N24, while the magenta
rectangle highlights the position of cloud A. White contours show the SiO
integrated emission levels as in Figure 2.
from the broad SiO emission and may be (to some extent) the re-
sult of a large-scale shock interaction. In Figure 8, we inspect the
cloud environment at large spatial scales by using Spitzer images
at multiple wavelengths. From Figure 8, cloud A (magenta square)
is encompassed by an arch-like structure identified as the Galactic
Infrared Bubble N24 (white ellipse; Churchwell et al. 2006, Dehar-
veng et al. 2010, Simpson et al. 2012, Kerton et al. 2013, Li et al.
2019).
The bubble kinematic distance (4.5 ± 0.2 kpc; Kerton et al. 2013)
and central velocity (64.5 ± 0.5 km s−1; Kerton et al. 2013) are
comparable to those inferred by Simon et al. (2006a) for cloud A
and reported in Table 1. Recently, Li et al. (2019) carried out a
detailed multi-wavelength analysis of N24 and identified several
clumps across the bubble with evidence of active on-going star
formation activity. The authors analyse the kinematic structure of
the low-density gas tracer 13CO (from the GRS Survey; Jackson
et al. 2006) and found an extended clump of molecular material
spatially coincident with the IRDC A and with central velocity
compatible with that of both the bubble and the cloud (e.g see
Figure 3 in Li et al. 2019). In addition, the 13CO observations from
the GRS survey (Henshaw et al. in prep.) also show the presence of
a molecular gas flow approaching the cloud across the same region
where narrow isolated SiO emission is found toward cloud A.
The lack of extended 8 µm emission across the IRDC (Li et al.
2019) suggests that the cloud is not being heated by the stellar
wind and/or strong ultraviolet radiation field associated with the
bubble and conclude that the cloud is likely located either in front
or behind the bubble. If this is the case, cloud A may be interacting
with the shock front layer of the expanding bubble or with the flow
of molecular gas observed in 13CO, swept by the expansion of the
HII region into the ISM. Such a scenario is similar to what has been
reported toward cloud G (Cosentino et al. 2018, 2019).
Finally, no evidence of point like 8 µm sources is found in the region
of cloud A where the isolated narrow SiO emission is detected.
This indicates that the narrow SiO emission is likely not due to
molecular outflows driven by deeply embedded sources. Hence,
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we support the idea that the collision between the molecular gas
associated with the cloud and this additional flow associated with
the HII region is (at least partially) responsible for the observed
narrow SiO emission toward cloud A. We shall further investigate
this with interferometric observations and a detailed analysis of the
IR emission at multiple wavelengths toward the cloud.
6.3.2 The SiO Emission toward Cloud I
Toward the IRDC I, the core I1/MM1 is known to be driving a
molecular outflow and it hosts evidence of infall motion (López-
Sepulcre et al. 2010). In contrast, the core I2 has been classified as
quiescent by Chambers et al. (2009). From this, it is not surprising
that the bulk of the broad SiO emission component is found toward
the south of cloud I, where I1 is located (see Figure 2). Hence, the
broad SiO emission detected toward the IRDC I is likely associated
with star formation feedback driven by the core I1.
The narrow SiO emission component detected toward cloud I
shows mean intensity-weighted line widths of ∼3 km s−1, higher
that those observed in cloud G, H and A and comparable to those
reported toward clouds C, F and J. The line width distributions
of the narrow SiO emission does not show very bright peaks and
appear to be similar to those observed toward clouds D and J
(see Figure 3). However, isolated narrow SiO emission is detected
toward regions of the cloud located in between the two massive
cores. In addition, as seen in Figure 2, the SiO emission toward
cloud I is widespread across an area of 1.3×1.7 parsec2, more
extended than the typical SiO emission observed in molecular
outflows. Finally, the column density values measured for the
narrow SiO emission toward quiescent regions are enhanced by
a factor of ∼5 with respect to the column densities measured for
the broad component. All this seems to indicate that, although
on-going star formation activity has already affected the cloud
environment, an additional mechanismmay be partially responsible
for the widespread and enhanced narrow SiO emission observed
toward the cloud. Similarly to what reported in the previous
Section for cloud A, in Figure 9, we investigate the large-scale envi-
ronment of cloud I, by using Spitzer images at multiple wavelengths.
As shown in Figure 9, Cloud I lies in between two known HII re-
gions, G38.91-0.44 (or N74) and G39.30-1.04 (or N75). The three
objects show similar central velocity of ∼40 km s−1 and are located
at a similar kinematic distance of 2.9 kpc (Du & Yang 2008). In Xu
et al. (2013), evidence of a possible interaction between the cloud
and the expanding bubbles of the two HII regions is presented by
means of multi-wavelengths observations. The authors suggest that
the expansion of the two bubbles associated with the HII regions
may have compressed the cloud and triggered the ignition of star
formation activity toward I1. The spatial distribution of the narrow
SiO emission shown in Figure 5 shows an arch-like structure that
coincides with the intersection between the projection of the two
bubbles associated with the HII regions and hence seems to support
the scenario proposed by Xu et al. (2013). Hence, we suggest that
the interaction between the cloud and the two nearby HII regions
may be (partially) driving the narrow SiO emission detected toward
cloud I. As for cloudA, no evidence of point like sources in the 8 µm
Spitzer images is found in correspondence of the narrow isolated
SiO emission. Hence, narrow SiO is not produced by embedded pro-
tostars. We suggest that the narrow isolated SiO emission detected
toward cloud I is tracing the shock interaction between molecu-
lar flows pushed by the nearby HII regions. Future observations at
Figure 9. Three-color image of cloud I as surrounded by the two HII regions
N74 and N75 (white circles). The 4.5 µm and 8µm emission have been
obtained from the GLIMPSE Survey (Benjamin et al. 2003, Churchwell
et al. 2009) and are displayed in blue and green respectively. The 24 µm
emission is shown in red and has been obtained from the MIPSGAL Survey
(Carey et al. 2009). The magenta rectangle indicates the position of cloud I.
White contours show the SiO integrated emission levels as in Figure 2
higher angular resolution coupled with a detailed analysis of the low
density gas kinematics will help to further address such a scenario.
7 ARE THERE DIFFERENT TYPES OF CLOUD-CLOUD
COLLISIONS?
In Cosentino et al. (2018), Cosentino et al. (2019) and in this work,
we have reported a detailed study on the kinematics and spatial
distribution of SiO emission toward a sample of nine IRDCs.
Within the sample (Butler & Tan 2009, 2012), cloud G shows
evidence of an ongoing collision between the cloud and a flow
of molecular gas pushed toward the IRDC by the nearby SNR
W44. The interaction is observed in the form of a time-dependent
MHD CJ-type shock (Cosentino et al. 2019) and it is seen to be
enhancing the gas density by a factor ≥10. Therefore the shock
induces post-shock gas densities compatible with those required for
massive star formation. In this work, we have reported the presence
of widespread, narrow and isolated SiO emission toward the two
IRDCs A and I that may be partially associated with the putative
interaction between the clouds and nearby HII regions. In addition,
Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010) also report the presence of narrow and
isolated SiO emission toward an additional source within the Butler
& Tan (2009) sample i.e. the IRDC G035.39−00.33, or cloud H.
The study performed by Jiménez-Serra et al. (2010) and later works
support the idea that cloud H, that is not located in the proximity
of Galactic bubbles or SNRs, is indeed the result of a cloud-cloud
collision event (Henshaw et al. 2014, Bisbas et al. 2018, Barnes
et al. 2018).
Besides our sample, evidence of cloud-cloud collisions have been
reported toward several sources by means of low density gas tracers
(e.g., 13CO emission; Dewangan et al. 2018, Kohno et al. 2018,
Tokuda et al. 2019, Fujita et al. 2020), shock tracers (SiO and CCS
emission; Nguyen-Lu’o’ng et al. 2013, Nakamura et al. 2015,
Louvet et al. 2016) and dense gas tracers emission (e.g., H13CO+;
Dhabal et al. 2018). Very recently, signatures of cloud-cloud
collisions triggered by external stellar feedback have also been
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reported by Dhanya et al. (2020) toward the S147/S153 complex.
All these results suggest that, along with cloud-cloud collisions due
to the natural motion of molecular clouds across the Galactic plane,
i.e. natural cloud-cloud collisions, filament collisions induced by
stellar feedback may represent an efficient mechanism for triggering
star formation in IRDCs. In these stellar feedback cloud-cloud
collisions, stellar feedback sweeps up the surrounding molecular
material and pushes it toward pre-existing nearby molecular dense
structures i.e., molecular clouds, dense clumps. The collision
between the pushed material and the dense structure may initiate
star formation. Indeed, recent simulations have shown that even the
strong clumpy ejecta from SNs can penetrate to distances up to 1
parsec into molecular clouds (Pan et al. 2012).
The presence of SiO emission associated with collisions induced
by mechanical stellar feedback depends on the nature of the stellar
feedback itself. Strong events such as SNRs, HII regions and
strong stellar winds, carry mechanical energies of the order of
1049 ergs (Tielens 2005). For typical molecular clouds of 103 M ,
the associated shock velocity is >30 km s−1, enough to sputter
dust grains and to inject SiO into the gas phase (Jiménez-Serra
et al. 2008, Nguyen-Lu’o’ng et al. 2013). We note that these shock
velocities have been estimated by assuming that all the mechanical
energy from the stellar feedback is transferred to the molecular
clouds. It is likely that only part of this mechanical energy is
transferred to the cloud. Moreover, in the case of SNRs and HII
regions, the shock velocity maybe depends on the velocity of the
expanding shell e.g., ∼ 10 km s−1 for HII regions (Tielens 2005).
Stellar feedback cloud-cloud collisions show physical structure
similar to those expected in natural cloud-cloud collisions but, as
suggested by the extent of the shock interaction toward cloud G (∼
1 parsec), they may occur at smaller spatial scales i.e. parsec scale
vs multiple parsec scale (Tan 2000, Tasker & Tan 2009, Wu et al.
2015, 2016). Hence, stellar feedback cloud-cloud collisions may
be responsible for igniting star formation within the clouds and for
helping to shape their filamentary structures, but it seems unlikely
that they concur in the assembly of the IRDC itself and natural
cloud-cloud collisions need to be further studied.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we used single-dish IRAM 30m observations to
analyse the spatial distribution, kinematic structure and line pro-
files of the SiO emission across the six IRDCs G018.82−00.28,
G019.27+00.07, G028.53−00.25, G028.67+00.13, G038.95−00.47
and G053.11+00.05 (clouds A, B, D, E, I and J respectively) and
obtained the following results:
i) Of the six clouds, we only detect significant SiO emission
toward clouds A, B, D, I and J. In cloud E, the shock tracer emission
is below the 3σ detection level toward the whole extent of the area
covered in our observations.
ii) Toward clouds B, D and J, the SiO emission is spatially
organised in blob-like structures whose positions are coincident
with those of active massive cores previously identified within the
clouds. On the contrary, the SiO emission toward clouds A and
I shows a widespread morphology, extended over a parsec-scale
and following the filamentary structure of the clouds as seen in
extinction.
iii) Across the five clouds, the SiO emission shows both a
narrow (≤ 5 km s−1) and a broad line width components each
accounting for ∼50% of the total emission lines in clouds A, B,
I and J and for nearly 80% of broad emission lines in cloud D.
Toward clouds B, D, and J the broad and narrow components
are coexistent and are both spatially associated with the massive
cores within the clouds. This indicates a common origin of the
two line width components that are likely probing gas affected
by theMHD shocks associated with ongoing star formation activity.
iv) Toward clouds A and I, isolated narrow SiO emission is found
toward the more quiescent regions across the IRDCs. The narrow
and broad line width components show very different central
velocity distributions and do not present prominent wing-like
structures.
v) Cloud A and cloud I are found to be spatially coincident and at
similar kinematic distances of the Galactic bubble N24 and the HII
regions N74 and N74, respectively. Due to the spatial morphology
of the narrow emission component and to its kinematic structure,
we speculate that the SiO emission toward clouds A and I may be
tracing the ongoing interaction between the clouds and the flows
of molecular gas pushed away by the expanding bubbles. This is
supported by the velocity and spatial distributions of the narrow
component.
vi) Alternatively, the presence of low-mass star populations, un-
detected in Spitzer images at multiple wavelengths, and associated
with the clouds may be responsible for the narrow SiO emission
across clouds A and I. Finally, projection effects may be responsi-
ble for the observed narrow SiO line profiles.
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